Abstract. The main objective of the presented study and simulations conducted was to investigate the prospect of using B-spline curves for the automatic parking, i.e. self-driving, or intelligent vehicles. We consider the problem of parallel parking for a non-holonomic vehicle with a known maximum path curvature. The relationship between the properties of the path and the geometry of corresponding parking spot is revealed. The unique properties of B-splines are exploited to synthesize a path that is smooth and of continuous curvature. The contributions of this project are in the generations of better, smooth continuous paths. This improves passenger comfort during the parallel parking maneuver and allow vehicles to park in tighter spots by increasing the feasible range of the parking manoeuver.
Introduction
Parallel parking is considered as one of the most challenging maneuvers that often faces inexperienced and even expert drivers. Improper handling of the vehicle can lead to collision, or the inability to position it correctly in the desired spot. Significant research has made Parking Assist Systems (PAS) accessible due to their obvious commercial, scientific and safety benefits. Automotive companies such as BMW, Volkswagen and Nissan have already introduced PAS in some of their vehicles. These systems can be mainly categorized into semi-automatic and automatic systems. Semi-automatic systems are concerned with generating a path, which is translated into steering wheel control, while the driver controls the accelerator. Automatic systems proceed to generate a trajectory that handles both speed and steering controls, eliminating the need for any driver intervention. These systems are not limited to parking scenarios and can be applied in driverless urban cars. To facilitate autonomous parking lot traversing, researchers have defined systems that generate lane graphs in parking lots [1] , [2] .
The problem of parallel parking has several constraints, such as the collision of the vehicle with any of the obstacles surrounding it, in addition to its kinematic restrictions. The main limitation is that the path's curvature is upper bound, thus smooth paths must be generated to ensure that it is not exceeded. As a result, paths generated for this problem are often discontinuous, which leads to the vehicle stopping during parking. Continuity and smoothness contribute to passenger comfort, which is especially important in cars.
Paths consisting of interconnected segments of arcs, circles and clothoids were used for parking [3] . Even though the paths generated were smooth and continuous, the use of Clothoids is a disadvantage as their synthesis depends on evaluating Fresnel integrals. Clothoids are often evaluated using high order polynomials, or approximated using other types of curves, which increases their computational time and has an adverse effect on their properties [4] [5] [6] [7] . Polynomials were proposed, however, fifth order polynomials were found to be the lowest order needed to satisfactory model car's motion [8] . This increases the computational cost of real time curve generation. Polynomials often exhibit oscillations when interpolating a path with close control points [1] . Gómez-Bravo, et al. [9] proposed the use of β-splines (or Beta Splines). This approach ensured smoothness and computational efficiency, however, it lead to having a limited area where feasible paths can be generated for a given vehicle's curvature, as a result of the use of multiple curve segments to generate a curve similar to circular paths.
The unique properties of B-splines are the incentive behind their use in various applications. Surprisingly, they are not widely used in robotics, unlike Bezier curves [10] [11] [12] [13] and polynomials [1] , [14] [15] [16] . In our research we have considered their use in parking assist applications. B-spline curves are C 2 continuous, i.e. they have continuity up to their second derivative. We discuss the process of generating a B-spline curve for parking, while upholding the car's curvature upper limit. The main advantage of this approach is the smoothness and continuity of the curves which allows the vehicle to park in more restricted areas. Methods are also introduced to ensure the path's smoothness which is directly related to the passenger comfort.
Problem Formulation
Parking Problem. The vehicle, shown in Fig. 1 , is required to reverse into a gap between two obstacles. The size of the gap, or parking spot, is assumed to be rectangular of length L and width W. The size of the gap relates to the feasibility of the parking maneuver. Additionally the vehicle's curvature is upper bounded, it can be related to its turning radius, see [17] for details. The minimum turning radius, Rmin, of the vehicle, is represented as a dotted circle below, which is another constraint for the parking problem. Finally, the path must ensure that the vehicle will not collide with any obstacles surrounding it, while reversing. In order to generate a B-spline curve several points must be defined. They are often referred to as control points. These curves are characterized by their continuity, ability to be modified locally, affine invariance and that they lie within the convex hull of their control polygon A single B-spline curve can be used with any number of control points, as they have no effect on its curvature; see [18] for further details on B-splines properties and synthesis.
A p-th degree B-spline curve, c(u), that is defined by n control points and n+p+1 knots , is defined as follows, where u is the curve parameter sampled at equal intervals between 0 and
is the B-spline basis function which is defined using the Cox-de Boor algorithm [19] .
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Parking Maneuver. In order to generate a B-spline curve to represent the vehicle's reversing motion into the gap, control points are predefined. The proposal involves a control polyline made up of four points, shown as circle dots in Fig. 2 . The control polyline is generated from the right rear wheel. It can be transformed to any point on the vehicle as a result of the affine invariance of B-spline curves. The number of control points is limited to four points, n=4, to ensure the path smoothness. As the number of control points increase so will the number of basic functions, as presented in equation 1, which, in turn, exert local control on the path to modify its shape.
Fig. 2 Parking maneuver primitive control polyline
Second and third degree B-splines can be generated in the case of having four control points. A cubic B-spline is chosen to improve the path's smoothness. The B-spline curve is clamped to pass through the first and last points of the control polyline by having four knot multiplicity at both ends of the knot vector. The resulting B-spline curve and the path's curvature are shown in Fig. 3 . The continuous curvature of the path must be highlighted as it improves passenger comfort and prevents the vehicle from stopping. The curve passes through the first and last points and is tangent to the initial and final lines so the vehicle is parallel to the curb before and after parallel parking. Curvature Control. The curvature of the vehicle is upper-bound, as previously mentioned. The generated path, based on the available parking space, must be studied in relation to that area in order to determine feasible parking spots and their effect on path smoothness. The control points are defined in terms of parking spot parameters L and W which are then varied to study their effect on the generated path smoothness. The results of this experiment were used to define feasible regions for parking and develop methods to improve path smoothness. For this trial a vehicle with maximum curvature of 0.25 m -1 is assumed. Feasible parking spot size, where path does not exceed its maximum
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curvature, will be defined. From Fig. 2 , can be inferred that the minimum parking spot length is equal to the sum of the lengths of the vehicle, l, and the distance between the front and rear wheels, referred to as the wheel base, wb. This is determined by translating the control polyline to the edge of the vehicle and measuring the calculating the required distances. The effect of changing parking spot parameters, on the corresponding clamped cubic B-spline path curvature, is shown in Fig. 4 . It can be noticed that, as the length of the path increases the maximum curvature decreases, unlike the width dependency, which has the opposite effect. The region highlighted in blue corresponds to curvature below the upper limit (0.25 m -1 ). It is required to find a gap with appropriate dimensions to generate a smooth path. These results can be stored in a look up table and compared with any presented gap to determine parking feasibility. Once a gap is deemed feasible a B-spline curve can be synthesized based on the designed maneuver. The feasible region, with the proposed solution, is larger than that of the β-spline based method presented in [9] , even when considering only lateral collision. This is a result of using less control points for the parking primitive. A larger feasible region allows for the vehicle to park in tighter parking spots while maintaining its curvature upper limit and following a curvature continuous path.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have presented a study on the use of B-spline for developing a PAS for an autonomous self-driving vehicle. A parking primitive is proposed which is a four point control polyline. Appropriate cubic B-spline curve was selected to ensure the smoothness of the path. B-splines are curve-continuous, which eliminates the need for stopping during parking and improves the comfort of the passenger. Simulations were conducted, to study the effect of the parking spot on the path's curvature, limited for non-holonomic vehicles. The results are promising, showing that smooth, continuous paths can be generated in tight parking spots.
Further investigations could be carried out based on the presented outcomes. Experimental validation of the results will be performed using several robotic research platforms with different kinematic properties. Studying the effect of the use of different curves and approaches on passenger comfort, should be conducted as these vehicles are intended for commercial use. Development of improved systems, that enable vehicle to autonomously navigate a parking lot and proceed to search
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Mechanical Design and Power Engineering for a free space, is one of our next applications. It is especially promising with the advancements in graph lane construction, localization algorithms, and high resolution sensors technology.
